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ABSTRACT  
The present approach is illustrated by the hydrodynamics processes neural network 

modeling of the 2D and 3D turbulent isothermal flow of the viscous incompressible liquid in 

centrifugal pump flowing area model and by the novel method of centrifugal impeller blade 

design 
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INTRODUCTION  
Artificial neural network using for hydrodynamics processes studying is presented by two 

different approaches. The first one is the neural network using for the direct differential 

hydrodynamics equations solution. Neural network solution results of hydrodynamic 

equations for the computational zone that consists from two sub-domains are given below. 

One of these is rotating, and the second one is immobile. In this case at the neural network 

algorithm realization it is not required to specify the conjugate conditions at the two sub-

domains border. The second approach consist in neural network structures application for the 

computational experiment results approximation obtained after using of traditional methods 

of computational hydrodynamics and for obtaining of hydrodynamic processes multifactor 

approximation models. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Many computational methods of solving equations may be viewed as methods of weighted 

residuals (MWR), which proceed from the assumption about the possibility of analytical idea 

of solving the basic equations. The type of test functions (form functions) determines the 

concrete variety of the MWR, such as the methods of collocations, least squares, and 

Galerkin’s method. As a rule, the implementation of the MWR algorithm is reduced to the 

problem of non-linear programming, which is solved by minimizing the total equations 

residual by selecting the parameters of test solution. In this case, the accuracy of solution by 

means of the MWR is determined by approximating properties of test functions, and by the 

degree of their correspondence to initial partial differential equations, which represent the 

continuum solution of mathematical physics equations. 

Figure 1 presents the graphical notation of the computing artificial neural network (ANN) 

structure illustrating the process of intra-network computations. The input signals or the 

values of input variables are distributed and "move" along the connections of the 

corresponding input together with all neurons of the hidden layer. They may be amplified or 

weakened through multiplying by the corresponding coefficient (called the weight of 

connection). The signals arriving to one or another of the neurons in the hidden layer are 
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summed up and subjected to nonlinear transformation by using the so-called function of 

activation. They proceed further to the network outputs that may be several in number. In this 

case the signals are also multiplied by a definite weight; it is the sum of the weighted values 

of neuron outputs in the hidden layer that represents the result of the neural network 

operation. The artificial neural networks of such a structure possess the universal 

approximating ability, i.e., that make it possible to approximate the arbitrary continuous 

function with any accuracy desired. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Neural network computing structure 

 

To investigate the ANN approximated capabilities the perceptron with the single hidden 

layer (SLP) has been chosen as a basic model which performs nonlinear transformation of the 

input space into the output space in accordance with the formula [1]: 
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where n
Rx – network input vector, made up of the values jx ; q – the neuron number of the 

single hidden layer; s
Rw  – all weights and network thresholds vector; ijw – weight 

entering the model nonlinearly between j-m input and i-m neuron of the hidden layer; iv – 

output layer neuron weight corresponding to the i-neuron of the hidden layer; 0,bbi – 

thresholds of neurons of the hidden layer and output neuron; fσ – activation function (in our 

case the logistic sigmoid is used). ANN of this structure already has the universal 

approximation capability, in other words it gives the opportunity to approximate the arbitrary 

analog function with any given accuracy. The main stage of using ANN for resolving of 

practical issues is the neural network model training, which is the process of the network 

weight iterative adjustment on the basis of the learning set (sample) 
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where w – ANN weight vector;    2,),( ififQ ww   – ANN quality criterion as per the i-

training example;     ii yyif  xww ,, – i-example error. For training purposes the 

statistically distributed approximation algorithms may be used based on the back error 

propagation or the numerical methods of the differentiable function optimization. 

Suppose that some equation with exact solution )(xy  

 

0)( yL       (3) 

 

for not digital value ys (3) presents an arbitrary xs in learning sample. We have L(y)=R with 

substitution of approximate solution (1) into (3), where R is equation residual. R is 

continuous function R=f(w,x) and it is a function of SLP inner parameters. Thus, ANN 

training under outlet functional consists in inner parameters definition through trial solution 

(1) for meeting the equation (3) goal and its solution is realized through the corresponding 

modification of functional quality (2) training. 

Usually total squared error at net outlets is presented as a objective function at neural net 

training and an argument is the difference between the resulted ‘s’ net outlet and the real 

value that is known a priori. This approach to neural net utilization is generally applied to the 

problems of statistical set transformation and the reveal of the unknown a priori function 

values (net outlet) from the argument (net inlet). As for simulation problems, they are 

connected with mathematical representation of physical laws and modification of them to the 

form being applied in practice. Usually, it is connected with the necessity of development of 

digital description of the process to be modeled. Under such conditions we meet the necessity 

to exclude from objective function the computation result known a priori and the transfer to 

its functional task. Then the objective function during known law simulation will be defined 

only by the inlet data and the law which we simulate: 
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In each specific case, the use of neuronet’s method of weighted residuals (NMWR) 

requires the preliminary systematic study, aimed at: 1) defining the number of calculation 

nodes (i.e. the size of the calculation grid), 2) finding the number of neurons in the network, 

necessary for attaining proper approximating power, 3) the choice of initial approximations 

for training neural network test solution; 4) the selection of the additional criteria in the goal 

function for regularization of the training procedure, as to avoid possible non-uniformity of 

the solution; 5) the analysis of possibilities of applying the multi-criteria algorithms of 

optimization  in search of neural network solution parameters (provided that several criteria 

of optimization are available). 

Artificial neural network using for hydrodynamic processes studying is presented by two 

fundamentally different approaches. The first one is the NMWR using for the direct 

differential hydrodynamics equations solution. The NMWR description and its example 

realization for Navier-Stokes equations solution is given in papers [2-3]. Theses equations 

describe the 2D laminar isothermal flow of the viscous incompressible liquid. In the paper [4] 

the NMWR is used for simulation of flows in a channel with permeable wall. Neural network 

solution results of hydrodynamic equations for the computational zone that consists from two 

sub-domains are given below. One of these is rotating, and the second one is immobile. In 
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this case at the NMWR algorithm realization it is not required to specify the conjugate 

conditions at the two sub-domains border. 

The second approach consist in neural network structures application for the 

computational experiment results approximation obtained after using of traditional methods 

of computational hydrodynamics and for obtaining of hydrodynamic processes multifactor 

approximation models. The present approach is illustrated by the hydrodynamics processes 

neural network modeling of the 2D and 3D turbulent isothermal flow of the viscous 

incompressible liquid in centrifugal pump flowing area model. 

For rotating ring zone flow, NMWR solves conservation equations for mass and 

momentum.  

Continuity equation 
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Momentum equations  
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Fig. 2: Rotating Domain 

 

For flows in rotating domain (fig. 2), the equations for conservation of mass and 

momentum are written for the relative velocity formulation, where fi in right hand side is 

given by   ruf i


  2 . 

The absolute velocity formulation is used in the not rotating domain, and fi=0. Thus, the 

standard k-ε turbulence model is used.  

Let’s understand under equations solution the neural network functions 

),,(,,, yxfkpu NNi w , where w– all weights and network thresholds vector that assure 

summary quadratic residuals minimums for each equation in optional totality of computation 

nodes which coordinates on each neural network solution learning iteration are generated 

using the random number generator. The contours of stream function in the computational 

zone obtained with the NMWR using are presented in the fig. 3. 

The stated method is easy for generalizing on a three-dimensional case. In this case it is 

possible to use the geometrical model represented in fig. 4. I.e. instead of a rotating ring for 

2D models the rotating "liquid" cylinder with certain angular speed which can be varied is 

used. The liquid supply is carried out symmetrically from the cylinder opposite sides. Thus 
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the centrifugal pump with two inputs is modelled. Similar results for 3D case are resulted in 

figures 5-6. 

 
 

Fig. 3: The contours of stream function 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Geometrical model of the rotating "liquid" cylinder 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Vectors of velocity distribution 

 

In figure 6 t is represented such four blades located with angular step of 90 degrees from 

each other. 
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Fig. 6: Four centrifugal blades 

 

CONCLUSION 

The presented results were obtained in the frame of the “Creation of a production of the 

new generation main oil pump using the methods of multi-criteria optimization and unique 

experimental base” project conducted by "Turbopump" OJSC (Russian Federation 

Government Resolution №218 from 9.04.2010). Applied scientific research (ASR) is 

conducted by Voronezh State Technical University in accordance with the contract number 

1450 / 300-13 dated 24 February between "Turbopump" and Voronezh State Technical 

University. 
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